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Abstract
In this paper we study the weak decays of J/ψ and Υ(1S). Using the Bethe-
Salpeter method, we calculate the hadronic transition amplitude and give the form
factors. We find that two new form factors h1 and h2, which do not appear in existing
literature, have contributions in 1− → 1− decays. They affect the branching ratios
of semi-leptonic and non-leptonic decays by the rate of 3% ∼ 6% and 2% ∼ 14%,
respectively, so their contributions can not be ignored and should be considered.
Our results show that, for the semi-leptonic decay modes, the largest branching
ratios are of the order of 10−10 both for J/ψ and Υ(1S) decays, and the largest
branching ratios of non-leptonic decays are of the order of 10−9 for J/ψ and 10−10
for Υ(1S).
1 Introduction
Quark potential models have predicted abundant charmonium and bottomonium spec-
tra [1], and lots of them have been discovered experimentally [2]. These states provide
ideal laboratories to study non-perturbative properties of QCD. Unlike the open-flavor
mesons (e.g. Bc), the 1
−− ground states, namely J/ψ and Υ(1S), which have been pro-
duced in large quantities, mainly decay through the strong and electromagnetic processes.
These channels have been investigated extensively, while the weak decay channels just at-
tract limited attention [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. This is mainly because in
the Standard Model (SM), the branching ratios of semi-leptonic and non-leptonic decay
channels of both particles are small, and the upper bound are found to be of the order of
10−10 ∼ 10−8 [3]. In PDG [2], the smallest upper limit of all the experimental results is
about 10−7, which is still much larger than the theoretical prediction of the weak decay
channels. Nevertheless, some phenomenological models which are beyond SM, such as
two-Higgs-doublet model (2HDM) [15] and top-color model [16], have predicted that the
branching ratios of these channels are enhanced to be around 10−5.
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Although nowadays there is no experimental result to reach the theoretical expecta-
tions of the SM, the charm-factory and B-factories are accumulating more and more data,
which will bring hope to set more stringent upper limit. For example, the BESIII Collab-
oration is expected to collect 1010 J/ψ events per year with the designed luminosity [17]
(this luminosity has been achieved very recently) and the Belle Collaboration have accu-
mulated over 108 Υ(1S) samples [18]. At the LHCb, more than 1011 bb¯ and 1012 cc¯ per
fb−1 data are, in principle, available [19]. The under-constructed new B-factory, namely,
SuperKEKB/Belle II, will reach higher luminosity which will exceed Belle by about 40
times, and it will collect more data with great precision [20]. The future Super-tau-charm
Factory is expected to produce 1012 J/ψ events for half a year at an unprecedentedly high
luminosity of 1035 cm−2s−1 [21, 22]. Recently, the BESIII Collaboration have published
two papers about J/ψ weak decays by using a sample of 2.25 × 108 J/ψ events. Their
results are: Br(J/ψ → D−s e+ν+c.c.) < 1.3×10−6, Br(J/ψ → D∗−s e+ν+c.c.) < 1.8×10−6
for the semi-leptonic decays [23] and Br(J/ψ → D−s ρ + c.c.) < 1.3 × 10−5, Br(J/ψ →
D∗−s ρ+ c.c.) < 2.5× 10−6 for non-leptonic decays [24]. Although the upper bound is low-
ered by more than one order of magnitude than that in Ref [25] (the data sample there is
4 times less), it is still three orders of amplitude larger than the theoretical results [4, 5].
So more data are needed to achieve the precisions of standard model predictions.
The key point of theoretical calculations for the semi-leptonic decay processes is the
hadronic transition matrix element between the initial and final mesons, which can be
characterized by several form factors. Various models have been applied to study the
transition form factors, such as the QCD Sum Rules (QCDSR) [4, 5], the Bauer-Stech-
Wirbel (BSW) model [6], covariant light-front quark (CLFQ) model [8], and very recently
the confined covariant quark model (CCQM) [14]. The QCDSR model, as mentioned in
Ref. [14], cannot do the calculation in the full range of momentum transferQ2 = (P−Pf)2,
for there are singularities in large Q2. For the other three models, the simple Gaussian-
type wave function of the meson is used, while in this paper, we will adopt a more
reasonable one, which is a relativistic method and viable in the full range of momentum
transfer. The knowledge of form factors is also important for the study of non-leptonic
decays, which is only related to one point of the phase space. So these channels depend
more sensitively on the form factors.
The non-leptonic decay modes can be divided into several types, however in the exist-
ing literature, the authors concentrate only on part of them. In Ref. [5], the color-favored
and Cabibbo-favored (CoF⊗ CaF, see Fig. 1(a)), color-suppressed and Cabibbo-favored
(CoS⊗ CaF, see Fig. 1(b)), and color-favored and Cabibbo-suppressed (CoF⊗ CaS, see
Fig. 1(a)) channels are studied. Other channels, such as color-suppressed and Cabibbo-
suppressed (CoS⊗ CaS) ones, may have decay branching ratios as large as those of the
former ones [6]. However, in Ref. [6], the channels with D∗(s) as the final meson are not
considered. So it is necessary to study these channels overall with a different model.
As the masses of J/ψ and Υ(1S) are much larger than ΛQCD, the non-relativistic
QCD methods are widely applied to study the spectra and decays of these heavy quarkona.
However, as Ref. [5] mentioned, they may lose their validity of studying processes involving
heavy-light mesons. Besides that, in the non-leptonic decays of heavy quarkonia, the
recoil momenta of final particles may be large enough, so the relativistic effect should be
considered [8]. As is known to all, Bethe-Salpeter (BS) equation [26] presents a relativistic
description of two-body bound states. By solving its instantaneous form [27], namely, the
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams of non-leptonic decay for (a) the color-allowed case and (b)
the color-suppressed case.
full Salpeter equation, one could get the spectrum and wave functions of corresponding
states. The transition amplitude is written within Mandelstam formalism [28]. This
method has been used in our previous papers to study weak decays of heavy-light mesons,
such as B [29], B∗sJ [30] and Bc states [31], where we got the results which are in agreement
with the experiment data. In this paper, we will use the same method to investigate both
the semi-leptonic and non-leptonic decays of J/ψ and Υ(1S).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the theoretical formalism
to calculate the semi-leptonic decays of 1−− heavy quarkonia. Two cases, i.e., the final
meson being 0− state or 1− state, are investigated. The non-leptonic decay modes are
considered in Section 3. Section 4 is reserved to the results and discussions. Finally, we
give our conclusion.
2 Semi-Leptonic Decay
The transition amplitude of the semi-leptonic decay processes (see Fig. 2) can be written
as the product of the leptonic current and the hadronic matrix element
M = GF√
2
VQqu¯lγµ(1− γ5)vν¯l〈Pf , ǫf |Jµ|P, ǫ〉, (1)
where GF is the Fermi coupling constant; P , ǫ and Pf , ǫf are the momentum and the
polarization vector of initial (with mass M) and final (with massMf) meson, respectively;
VQq is the CKM matrix element with Q and q representing the initial and final quark,
respectively; the transition current is defined as Jµ = q¯γµ(1− γ5)Q ≡ V µ −Aµ.
For the 1− → 0− channel, the hadronic matrix element generally has the following
form (there is no ǫf in this case)
〈Pf |V µ|P, ǫ〉 = 2s1
M +Mf
iǫµνρσǫνPρPfσ,
〈Pf |Aµ|P, ǫ〉 = s2(M +Mf )ǫµ − (s3P µ − s4P µf )
ǫ · Pf
M
,
(2)
where sis are form factors, and this form is model independent, but the numerical values
of form factors are usually model dependent. As for the 1− → 1− channel, the hadronic
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Figure 2: The Feynman diagram of the semi-leptonic decay processes of Υ(1S). For J/ψ,
the final leptons is l+νl
matrix element is parameterized as
〈Pf , ǫf |V µ|P, ǫ〉 = (t1P µ + t2P µf )
ǫ · Pfǫf · P
M2
− t3ǫµǫf · P − t4ǫµf ǫ · Pf
+ (t5P
µ + t6P
µ
f )ǫ · ǫf ,
〈Pf , ǫf |Aµ|P, ǫ〉 = iǫαβγδǫαǫfβPγPfδ
M2
(h1P
µ − h2P µf ) + iǫµαγδ
PγPfδ
M2
(h3ǫαǫf · P
− h4ǫfαǫ · Pf ) + iǫµαβγǫαǫfβ(h5Pγ − h6Pfγ),
(3)
tis and his are the form factors. In the existing literature, the form factors h1 and h2 are
missing. The reason is that, in model dependent calculations (non-relativistic or semi-
relativistic), h1 and h2 have no contribution, while in our method, they are non-zero.
In our model, the form factors are calculated within Mandelstam formalism [28], that
is, the hadronic transition amplitude is written as the overlapping integral of the BS wave
functions of initial and final mesons [32, 33]:
〈Pf , ǫf |Jµ|P, ǫ〉 =
∫
d~q
(2π)3
Tr
[
/P
M
ϕ++
Pf
(~qf)γµ(1− γ5)ϕ++P (~q)
]
, (4)
where ~q and ~qf are the relative momenta of quark and antiquark in the initial and final
mesons, respectively. They are related by ~qf = ~q − m
′
2
m′
1
+m′
2
~Pf with m
′
1 and m
′
2 being
masses of quark and antiquark in the final meson. ϕ++P (Pf ) is the positive part of initial
(final) meson wave function and ϕ++Pf is expressed as γ
0(ϕ++Pf )
†γ0. In our calculations, we
have ignored the very tiny contributions from other parts of wave functions.
The relativistic wave functions are obtained by solving the full Salpeter equation.
But the equation itself does not give the form of the corresponding wave function. So
we construct it by /P , /q, /ǫ, and some scalar functions with the condition that it has
the same JP (C) number as that of the corresponding meson. The explicit forms of wave
functions and the process of solving corresponding Salpeter equations are given in our
former papers [34, 35]. Here we only give the expressions of vector (1−) and pseudoscalar
(0−) wave functions in Appendix A.
The decay width has the following form
Γ =
1
3
1
8M(2π)3
∫
dEldEf
∑
λ
|M|2, (5)
4
where El and Ef represent the energy of the charged lepton and the final meson, respec-
tively. The squared matrix element can be written as the product of hadronic and leptonic
tensors
|M|2 = G
2
F
2
|VQq|2lµνhµν . (6)
The leptonic tensor has the form
lµν = u¯lγµ(1− γ5)vν¯l v¯ν¯l(1 + γ5)γνul
= 8(plµpν¯lν + pν¯lµplν − gµνpl · pν¯l − iεµνρσpρl pσν¯l),
(7)
where pl and pν¯ are momenta of the charged lepton and anti-neutrino, respectively (the
last term changes sign for the J/ψ case). And the hadronic tensor has the form
hµν =− αgµν + β++(P + Pf )µ(P + Pf)ν + β+−(P + Pf)µ(P − Pf)ν
+ β−+(P − Pf)µ(P + Pf)ν + β−−(P − Pf)µ(P − Pf)ν
+ iγεµνρσ(P + Pf)ρ(P + Pf )σ.
(8)
α, γ, and β±± are functions of form factors, whose explicit expressions are presented in
the Appendix B. Finally, the squared amplitude has the form
|M|2 = 2G2F |VQq¯|2
[
gαα + g++β++ + g
+−(β+− + β−+) + g
−−β−− + g
γγ
]
, (9)
where we have used the following definitions
gα = 2M2y − 2m2l ,
g++ = 4M4
[
2x(1− M
2
f
M2
+ y)− 4x2 − y
]
+m2lM
2
(
8x− 3y + 4M
2
f
M2
− m
2
l
M2
)
,
g+− = m2lM
2
(
−4x+ y + 2− 2M
2
f
M2
+
m2l
M2
)
,
g−− = m2lM
2y −m4l ,
gγ = 2M4
[
−4xy + (y + m
2
l
M2
)(1− M
2
f
M2
+ y)
]
.
(10)
In the above equations, x and y are defined as
x =
El
M
, y =
(pl + pν¯l)
2
M2
. (11)
3 Non-Leptonic Decay
For the non-leptonic decay process, we have integrated out W−, and reduce the vertex
to the four-fermion version. The Feynman diagram is given in Figure 3. The Low-energy
effective Hamiltonian has the form [36]
Heff = GF√
2
V ∗Qq1Vq2q3 [C1(µ)Q1 + C2(µ)Q2] + h.c., (12)
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where C1(µ) and C2(µ) are Wilson coefficients and the operators Qis are defined as
Q1 = (Q¯αq1α)V−A(q¯2βq3β)V−A,
Q2 = (Q¯αq1β)V−A(q¯2βq3α)V−A,
(13)
where α and β represent the color indices. By using the Fierz transformation, we could
get [37]
C1(µ)Q1 + C2(µ)Q2 = a1(µ)Q1 + a2(µ)Q
(8) = a2(µ)Q2 + a1(µ)Q
′(8), (14)
where Q(8) and Q′(8) are color-octet current operators which could be neglected in the
calculation. And we have defined
a1(µ) = C1(µ) +
1
Nc
C2(µ),
a2(µ) = C2(µ) +
1
Nc
C1(µ),
(15)
which have the values: a1(mc) = 1.274, a2(mc) = −0.529 [38], and a1(mb) = 1.14,
a2(mb) = −0.20 [37].
The branching ratios of these channels are very small, and we are interested in the
order of magnitude. So the nonfactorization contribution can be neglected. By applying
the so-called naive-factorization, the transition amplitude 〈PfPh|Heff |J/ψ〉 can be written
as the product of the hadronic matrix elements (see Eq. (4)) and the annihilation matrix
element, 〈Ph|Jµ|0〉, which can be expressed as
〈P |Aµ|0〉 = ifPP µP (16)
and
〈V |V µ|0〉 = fVmV ǫ∗µV (17)
for the final state h (see Fig. 3) being a pseudoscalar (P ) or vector meson (V ), respectively.
In the above equations, PP and fP are respectively the momentum and decay constant of
the pseudoscalar h meson; mV , ǫV , and fV are respectively the mass, polarization vector,
and decay constant of the vector h meson. As Ref. [37] mentioned, for the neutral light
meson π0, ρ0, or ω, the corresponding decay constant is replaced to fP (V )/
√
2. In Table
1, we present the numerical values of decay constants for different mesons related to this
paper.
By combining Eq. (16) (Eq. (17)) and Eq. (4), we get the transition amplitude of
non-leptonic decays. If h is a pseudoscalar meson, the amplitude has the form
T = GF√
2
V ∗Qq1Vq2q3aifPP
µ
P 〈Pf , ǫf |Jµ|P, ǫ〉. (18)
And if h is a vector meson, the amplitude has the form
T = GF√
2
V ∗Qq1Vq2q3aifVmV ǫ
∗µ
V 〈Pf , ǫf |Jµ|P, ǫ〉. (19)
The two-body decay width is written as
Γ =
|~Pf |
8πM2
1
3
∑
λ
|T |2. (20)
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Figure 3: The Feynman diagram for the non-leptonic decay processes of J/ψ or Υ(1S)
with an effective interaction lagrangian.
Here we would like to mention the case when the final light meson is η or η′. The two
physical states η and η′ are related to the flavor states by [38]
η =
1√
2
(uu¯+ dd¯) cosφ− (ss¯) sinφ,
η′ =
1√
2
(uu¯+ dd¯) sinφ+ (ss¯) cosφ,
(21)
where the mixing angle φ = 40.4◦ is used. The decay constants are defined as [38]
〈0|q¯γµγ5q|η(P )〉 = i√
2
cosφfqPµ,
〈0|s¯γµγ5s|η(P )〉 = −i sin φfsPµ,
〈0|q¯γµγ5q|η′(P )〉 = i√
2
sin φfqPµ,
〈0|s¯γµγ5s|η′(P )〉 = i cosφfsPµ,
(22)
where we used fq = 1.07fpi and fs = 1.34fpi.
4 Results and Discussions
To solve the Bethe-Salpeter equation numerically and get the wave functions of initial
and final mesons, we use the instantaneous approximation [27], namely the interaction
potential does not depend on the timelike component of the relative momentum. With
this approximation the equation is reduced into a three-dimensional form, which is called
the full Salpeter equation. In this paper we adopt the screened Cornell potential [39].
It consists of a Coulomb-like and a linear potentials, the former of which comes from
the one-gluon exchange and the later of which is supported by the Lattice QCD. The
parameters of our model are fixed by fitting the mass spectra, and the interesting reader
can find the details of how to solve the full Salperter equations in papers [35, 39], here we
just present the masses of quarks: mb = 4.96 GeV, mc = 1.62 GeV, ms = 0.5 GeV, mu
= 0.305 GeV, md = 0.311 GeV.
The weak decay form factors of J/ψ and Υ(1S), which are functions of Q2, are plotted
in Figures 4∼9. For the channels with a pseudoscalar meson as the final state (Fig. 4
7
and Fig. 5), one can see there are four form factors. For J/ψ, the form factors are nearly
linear functions, while for Υ(1S), the form factors increase more and more quickly along
with Q2.
For the channels with a vector meson as the final state (Figs. 6∼9), there are twelve
form factors. Six of them correspond to the vector current transition and six others for the
axial current transition. However, in existing literature, there are only four form factors
corresponding to the axial current, but h1 and h2 are not included. Eq. (3) gives the
most general form of the transition amplitude which defines the form factors including h1
and h2. In the non-relativistic or semi-relativistic method, these two form factors have
no contributions. While we use the relativistic wave functions, and all the twelve form
factors have contributions. We find that the branching ratios of the semi-leptonic and
non-leptonic decays are respectively reduced by 3 ∼ 6% and 2 ∼ 14% if the contributions
of h1 and h2 are not included, which means they should be considered.
It is also interesting to calculate the values of form factors at zero momentum transfer
Q2 = 0. In Tables 2∼5, we present our results and other models’ (the values are different
with the original ones as the definition of form factors is different). For J/ψ → D(s)
decays, Ref. [14]’s results are very close to ours, while other two models got quite different
values, especially for s4. This is because, for the last two models, two form factors must be
equal at Q2 = 0 to avoid the divergence [4]. The same thing happens to the J/ψ → D∗(s)
channels, which makes the results in Ref. [14] not consistent with ours.
In Figs. 10∼12, we present the energy spectra of the charged lepton in the semi-
leptonic decay channels. One notices that the energy spectra of e− and µ− are similar to
each other, except that the minimum values of the lepton energy are different. For the
J/ψ case (Fig. 10a and Fig. 11a), as the mass of the final meson decreases, the peak value
of the spectrum decreases and the position of the peak moves to the right. For the Υ(1S)
case, one can see that the spectra are separated into two groups by considering the final
mesons: (B, B∗) and (Bc, B
∗
c ). In this case, if the charged lepton is e
− (Fig. 10b) or µ−
(Fig. 11b), along with decreasing of the final meson mass, the peak value increases and
the peak position moves to the right. If the charged lepton is τ− (Fig. 12), for the first
group, the peak value of Bc case is smaller than that of B
∗
c case, while for the second
group, the peak value of B case is larger than that of B∗ case. We also notice that, for
the energy spectra of e−, the peak values of the second group are smaller than those of
the first group, while for the energy spectra of τ−, the results are inverse.
Our results for the branching ratios of J/ψ semi-leptonic decays are presented in
Table 6 (the errors come from the variation of parameters in our model by ±5%), where
those of several other models are also listed. The order of magnitude of the branching
ratios is 10−11 ∼ 10−10. For the channels with D(s) as the final meson, we can see that
QCD sum rules [4] give the results which are about half of ours, while the covariant light-
front quark model [8]’s results are about two times as large as ours. The BSW model [6]
gets even larger values. The more recently calculation based on the covariant constituent
quark model [14] give the branching ratios which are very close to ours. For the channels
with D∗(s) state as the final meson, our results are close to those in Ref. [4] and Ref. [14].
To compare the branching ratios of different channels, we calculate Ris which are defined
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Figure 4: Form factors of the transition amplitude for: (a) J/ψ → D−l+νl (b) J/ψ →
D−s l
+νl.
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Figure 5: Form factors of the transition amplitude for: (a)Υ→ B+l−ν¯l (b) Υ→ B+c l−ν¯l.
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Figure 6: Form factors of the transition amplitude for the J/ψ → D∗−l+νl channel: (a)
corresponds to the vector current transition, and (b) corresponds to the axial current
transition.
as follows
RJ/ψ ≡ Br[J/ψ → D
∗−
s l
+νl]
Br[J/ψ → D−s l+νl]
= 1.93 (l = e, µ),
R
J/ψ
1 ≡
Br[J/ψ → D−s l+νl]
Br[J/ψ → D−l+νl] = 18.1 (l = e, µ),
R
J/ψ
2 ≡
Br[J/ψ → D∗−s l+νl]
Br[J/ψ → D∗−l+νl] = 16.1 (l = e, µ).
(23)
These ratios are consistent with those in Ref. [14], which have the values: R = 1.5,
R1 = 19.3, and R2 = 16.6.
The semi-leptonic decay results of Υ(1S) are given in Table 7. For the Bclνl channels,
their branching ratios with the BSW model are close to ours. Specifically, when l = e or
µ, our results are a little smaller, while for l = τ , our result is larger. We can also give
an estimation of Ris for the Υ(1S) semi-leptonic decay channels
RΥ(1S) ≡ Br[Υ(1S)→ B
∗−
c l
+νl]
Br[Υ(1S)→ B−c l+νl]
= 2.66 (l = e, µ), 2.68 (l = τ),
R
Υ(1S)
1 ≡
Br[Υ(1S)→ B−c l+νl]
Br[Υ(1S)→ B−l+νl] = 195 (l = e, µ), 82.7 (l = τ),
R
Υ(1S)
2 ≡
Br[Υ(1S)→ B∗−c l+νl]
Br[Υ(1S)→ B∗−l+νl] = 181 (l = e, µ), 79.4 (l = τ).
(24)
The ratio RΥ(1S) is close to that of J/ψ, while R
Υ(1S)
1 andR
Υ(1S)
2 are one order of magnitude
larger than that of J/ψ. In Ref. [14], the authors pointed out that R
J/ψ
1 ≈ RJ/ψ2 ≈
|Vcs|2/|Vcd|2, which implies the SU(3)F symmetry. For the Υ(1S) case, since mc is much
larger than mu, such symmetry is badly violated, which leads R
Υ(1S)
i (l = e, µ) deviates a
lot from |Vcb|2/|Vub|2. As for l = τ , it has large mass, which makes Ris smaller than those
of e and µ.
For purposes of comparison, we divide the non-leptonic decay processes of J/ψ into
four types: (A) Cabbibo-favored and color-favored (CaF⊗ CoF), (B) Cabibbo-suppressed
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Figure 7: Form factors of the transition amplitude for the J/ψ → D∗−s l+νl channel: (a)
corresponds to the vector current transition, and (b) corresponds to the axial current
transition.
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Figure 8: Form factors of the transition amplitude for the Υ → B∗+l−ν¯l channel: (a)
corresponds to the vector current transition, and (b) corresponds to the axial current
transition.
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Figure 9: Form factors of the transition amplitude for the Υ → B∗+c l−ν¯l channel: (a)
corresponds to the vector current transition, and (b) corresponds to the axial current
transition.
and color-favored (CaS⊗ CoF, c1) or Cabibbo-favored and color-suppressed (CaF⊗ CoS,
c2), (C) Cabibbo-suppressed and color-suppressed (CaS⊗ CoS, c3) or double-Cabibbo-
suppressed and color-favored (CaS2 ⊗ CoF, c4), (D) double-Cabibbo-suppressed and color-
suppressed (CaS2 ⊗ CoS) channels. For type A (see Table 8), one can see D∗+s ρ− + c.c.
has the largest branching ratio. Our results are larger than those of QCD sum rules [5]
but smaller than those of BSW [6] and QCD factorization [10] models. The ratio
Br[J/ψ → D−s ρ+ + c.c.]
Br[J/ψ → D−s π+ + c.c.]
= 5.5 (25)
is close to those of BSW [6] and QCD sum rules [5], which are 4.2 and 6.3, respectively.
For type B (Table 9), it includes two kinds of decay channels, and each one suffers one
kind of suppression, which makes them may have the same order of magnitude. Again, our
results are between those of Ref. [5] and Refs. [6, 10]. The channels of type C (Table 10)
and type D (Table 11) suffer two and three kinds of suppressions, respectively. Most of
them have the branching ratios of the order of 10−12 ∼ 10−11.
One notices that, for channels with η or η′ (Table 10), our results differ greatly from
those in Refs. [6, 10]. There are two interference diagrams for these channels. One is
c→ dd¯u, and the ohter is c→ ss¯u. By using Eq. (22), we can estimate the ratio
Br[J/ψ → D0η + c.c.]
Br[J/ψ → D0η′ + c.c.]
≈
∣∣∣∣ K1Pηµ〈η|Jµ|J/ψ〉K2Pη′µ〈η′|Jµ|J/ψ〉
∣∣∣∣
2
∼
∣∣∣∣K1K2
∣∣∣∣
2
= 0.04, (26)
where we have used the definitions K1 = VcdVud cosφfq/
√
2 − VcsVus sinφfs and K2 =
VcdVud sinφfq/
√
2+VcsVus cosφfs. The deviation of this estimation from the actual value,
which is 0.07, comes from the mass difference of η and η′ in the hadronic matrix elements.
The non-leptonic decays of Υ(1S) have been classified into two groups: one is the
b → uq2q3 decay, and the other is the b → cq2q3 decay. Each group is divided into three
types by considering whether the channels are suppressed by flavor and color or not. For
the first group, they have small CKM matrix element Vub, which makes most of them
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Figure 10: Energy spectra of electron for semi-leptonic decays of (a) J/ψ and (b) Υ(1S).
have decay widths far smaller than those of the second group. The results of the first
group are listed in Tables 12∼14. One can see that the smallest CaS⊗ CoS channel in
Table 14 is of the order of 10−18, which is far below the current experimental precision.
Some CaF⊗ CoF decay channels (Table 12) have the branching ratios of the order of
10−13 which is the same as those of some channels of the second group (see Table 16 and
Table 17). The results of the second group are given in Tables 15∼17. We find that the
most favorable channel has the branching ratio of the order of 10−10. Our results of color-
favored channels are several times smaller than those in Refs. [6, 9] and Refs. [11, 12].
The last two references use the perturbative QCD approach. For the color-suppressed
channels, the results in Ref. [9] are much larger than ours.
As a conclusion, we have studied the semi-leptonic and non-leptonic weak decay pro-
cesses of J/ψ and Υ(1S). We find that two new hadronic transition form factors h1 and
h2 have non-zero contributions in the 1
− → 1− decays. For the semi-leptonic decays, the
most prospecting decay channels in experiment are J/ψ → D∗seνe and Υ(1S) → B∗ceνe,
whose branching ratios are of the order of 10−10. The most favorable non-leptonic decay
channels are J/ψ → D∗−s ρ+ + c.c. and Υ(1S) → B∗+c D∗−s + c.c., which have branching
ratios of the order of 10−9 and 10−10, respectively. With the existing experiments ac-
cumulating more and more data and high-luminosity factories being built in the future,
these decay modes may be measured and the theoretical results will be tested.
Table 1: Decay constants (MeV) of mesons. Those for π, K, D, and Ds are from Particle
Data Group [2]; K∗, ρ, ω, and φ are from Ref. [40]; D∗ and D∗s are from Ref. [35]; ηc and
J/ψ are from Ref. [41].
fpi fK fK∗ fρ fω fφ fD fDs fD∗ fD∗s fηc fJ/ψ
130.4 156.2 217 205 195 231 204.6 257.5 340 375 387 418
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Figure 11: Energy spectra of muon for semi-leptonic decays of (a) J/ψ and (b) Υ(1S).
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Table 2: Form factors at Q2 = 0 for the J/ψ → D processes.
Models s1 s2 s3 s4
Ours 1.13 0.48 1.35 1.06
CCQM[14] 1.26 0.44 1.95 1.43
QCDSR[4] 0.81 0.27 0.21 -0.21
LFQM[8] 1.6 0.68 0.11 -0.11
Table 3: Form factors at Q2 = 0 for the J/ψ → Ds processes.
Models s1 s2 s3 s4
Ours 1.31 0.60 1.47 1.05
CCQM[14] 1.43 0.56 2.07 1.46
QCDSR[4] 1.07 0.38 0.21 -0.21
LFQM[8] 1.8 0.68 0.08 -0.08
Table 4: Form factors at Q2 = 0 for the J/ψ → D∗ processes.
Models t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 h1 h2 h3 h4 h5 h6
Ours 0.76 0.47 1.23 1.66 0.29 0.87 1.45 0.94 0.24 0.28 0.87 0.005
CCQM[14] 0.19 0.19 1.05 1.68 0.12 0.90 — — 0.71 -0.71 -0.42 0.42
Table 5: Form factors at Q2 = 0 for the J/ψ → D∗s processes.
Models t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 h1 h2 h3 h4 h5 h6
Ours 0.72 0.53 1.38 1.83 0.45 0.96 1.54 0.84 0.42 0.32 1.12 0.06
CCQM[14] 0.21 0.21 1.24 1.84 0.26 0.94 — — 0.69 -0.69 -0.51 0.51
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Table 6: The branching ratios of semi-leptonic decays of J/ψ.
Channel Unit Ours QCDSR [4] CLFQ [8] BSW [6] CCQM [14]
J/ψ → D−e+νe 10−11 2.03+0.29−0.25 0.73+0.43−0.22 5.1 ∼ 5.7 6.0+0.8−0.7 1.71
J/ψ → D−µ+νµ 10−11 1.98+0.28−0.24 0.71+0.42−0.22 4.7 ∼ 5.5 5.8+0.8−0.6 1.66
J/ψ → D−s e+νe 10−10 3.67+0.52−0.44 1.8+0.7−0.5 5.3 ∼ 5.8 10.4+0.90−0.75 3.3
J/ψ → D−s µ+νµ 10−10 3.54+0.50−0.43 1.7+0.7−0.5 5.5 ∼ 5.7 9.93+0.95−0.65 3.2
J/ψ → D∗−e+νe 10−11 4.40+0.60−0.52 3.7+1.6−1.1 3.0
J/ψ → D∗−µ+νµ 10−11 4.24+0.58−0.50 3.6+1.6−1.1 2.9
J/ψ → D∗−s e+νe 10−10 7.08+1.14−0.94 5.6+1.6−1.6 5.0
J/ψ → D∗−s µ+νµ 10−10 6.75+1.09−0.90 5.4+1.6−1.5 4.8
Table 7: The branching ratios of semi-leptonic decays of Υ(1S).
Channel Unit Ours BSW [6]
Υ(1S)→ B+e−ν¯e 10−13 7.83+1.40−1.20
Υ(1S)→ B+µ−ν¯µ 10−13 7.82+1.40−1.20
Υ(1S)→ B+τ−ν¯τ 10−13 5.04+0.92−0.79
Υ(1S)→ B+c e−ν¯e 10−10 1.37+0.22−0.19 1.70+0.03−0.02
Υ(1S)→ B+c µ−ν¯µ 10−10 1.37+0.22−0.19 1.69+0.04−0.02
Υ(1S)→ B+c τ−ν¯τ 10−11 4.17+0.58−0.52 2.9+0.5−0.2
Υ(1S)→ B∗+e−ν¯e 10−12 2.01+0.37−0.32
Υ(1S)→ B∗+µ−ν¯µ 10−12 2.01+0.37−0.32
Υ(1S)→ B∗+τ−ν¯τ 10−12 1.41+0.25−0.22
Υ(1S)→ B∗+c e−ν¯e 10−10 3.64+0.59−0.51
Υ(1S)→ B∗+c µ−ν¯µ 10−10 3.63+0.59−0.51
Υ(1S)→ B∗+c τ−ν¯τ 10−10 1.12+0.16−0.14
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Table 8: The branching ratios of non-leptonic decays of J/ψ for the Cabibbo-favored and
color-favored (CaF⊗ CoF) channels.
Channel Unit Ours QCDSR[5] BSW[6] QCDF[10]
J/ψ → D−s π+ +D+s π− 10−10 4.75+0.67−0.59 2.0+0.4−0.2 14.82+0.26−0.46 21.8
J/ψ → D−s ρ+ +D+s ρ− 10−9 2.62+0.37−0.32 1.26+0.3−0.1 10.20+1.52−1.20 7.64
J/ψ → D∗−s π+ +D∗+s π− 10−9 2.57+0.34−0.31 1.5+0.12−0.04
J/ψ → D∗−s ρ+ +D∗+s ρ− 10−9 5.86+0.78−0.67 5.26+0.72−0.62
Table 9: The branching ratios of non-leptonic decays of J/ψ for the Cabibbo-Suppressed
and color-favored (CaS⊗ CoF, labeled by c1) or Cabibbo-favored and color-suppressed
(CaF⊗ CoS, labeled by c2) channels.
Channel Type Unit Ours QCDSR[5] BSW [6] QCDF[10]
J/ψ → D−π+ +D+π− c1 10−11 1.83+0.27−0.25 0.80+0.20−0.20 5.8+0.4−0.6 12.7
J/ψ → D0K0 +D0K0 c2 10−11 8.03+1.13−1.03 3.6+1.0−0.8 27.8+2.0−2.8 28.8
J/ψ → D0K∗0 +D0K∗0 c2 10−10 4.75+0.68−0.58 1.54+0.68−0.38 15.2+3.2−2.4 8.18
J/ψ → D−ρ+ +D+ρ− c1 10−10 1.13+0.16−0.14 0.42+0.18−0.08 4.32+1.0−0.6 4.24
J/ψ → D−s K+ +D+s K− c1 10−11 3.12+0.42−0.36 1.6+0.2−0.2 10.6+0.4−0.4 12.4
J/ψ → D−s K∗+ +D+s K∗− c1 10−10 1.67+0.24−0.20 0.82+0.22−0.10 5.64+0.80−0.60 4.0
J/ψ → D∗−π+ +D∗+π− c1 10−10 1.16+0.17−0.15 0.60+0.04−0.04
J/ψ → D∗0K0 +D∗0K0 c2 10−10 5.37+0.76−0.68 2.6+0.2−0.2
J/ψ → D∗0K∗0 +D∗0K∗0 c2 10−9 1.11+0.15−0.13 0.96+0.32−0.22
J/ψ → D∗−ρ+ +D∗+ρ− c1 10−10 3.30+0.45−0.39 2.8+0.6−0.4
J/ψ → D∗−s K+ +D∗+s K− c1 10−10 1.79+0.23−0.20 1.1+0.08−0.04
J/ψ → D∗−s K∗+ +D∗+s K∗− c1 10−10 2.62+0.35−0.30 2.6+0.4−0.4
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Table 10: The branching ratios of non-leptonic decays of J/ψ for the Cabibbo-suppressed
and color-suppressed (CaS⊗ CoS, labeled by c3) or double-Cabibbo-suppressed and color-
favored (CaS2 ⊗ CoF, labeled by c4) channels.
Channel Type Unit Ours BSW [6] QCDF[10]
J/ψ → D0π0 +D0π0 c3 10−12 1.56+0.24−0.21 4.8+0.4−0.6 7.0
J/ψ → D0η +D0η c3 10−13 2.63+0.37−0.33 140+10−14 206
J/ψ → D0η′ +D0η′ c3 10−12 3.71+0.49−0.42 0.80+0.04−0.10 1.17
J/ψ → D−K+ +D+K− c4 10−12 1.31+0.19−0.17 4.6+0.4−0.4 7.58
J/ψ → D−K∗+ +D+K∗− c4 10−12 7.70+1.10−0.93 26+4−6 22.8
J/ψ → D0ρ0 +D0ρ0 c3 10−12 9.60+1.35−1.20 36+6−6 21.6
J/ψ → D0ω0 +D0ω0 c3 10−12 8.80+1.25−1.10 32+6−4 16.2
J/ψ → D∗0π0 +D∗0π0 c3 10−12 9.90+1.50−1.30
J/ψ → D∗0η +D∗0η c3 10−12 1.78+0.25−0.22
J/ψ → D∗0η′ +D∗η′ c3 10−11 2.98+0.42−0.36
J/ψ → D∗−K+ +D∗+K− c4 10−12 8.73+1.24−1.10
J/ψ → D∗−K∗+ +D∗+K∗+ c4 10−11 1.80+0.25−0.21
J/ψ → D∗0ρ0 +D∗0ρ0 c3 10−11 2.84+0.39−0.34
J/ψ → D∗0ω0 +D∗0ω0 c3 10−11 2.55+0.35−0.31
J/ψ → D0φ+D0φ c3 10−11 3.07+0.45−0.38 8.4+1.6−1.4 3.84
J/ψ → D∗0φ+D∗0φ c3 10−11 4.62+0.66−0.56
Appendix A. The Explicit Form of ϕ++
The positive part of the wave function for the 1− state has the form
ϕ++1− (q⊥) = (q⊥ · ǫ)
[
A1(q⊥) +
/P
M
A2(q⊥) +
/q⊥
M
A3(q⊥) +
/P/q⊥
M2
A4(q⊥)
]
+M/ǫ
[
A5(q⊥) +
/P
M
A6(q⊥) +
/q⊥
M
A7(q⊥) +
/P/q⊥
M2
A8(q⊥)
]
,
(27)
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Table 11: The branching ratios of non-leptonic decays of J/ψ for the Double-Cabibbo-
suppressed and color-suppressed (CaS2 ⊗ CoS) channels.
Channel Unit Ours BSW [6] QCDF[10]
J/ψ → D0K0 +D0K0 10−13 2.24+0.32−0.29 8+0−2 8.32
J/ψ → D0K∗0 +D0K∗0 10−12 1.32+0.19−0.16 4.2+0.8−0.6 2.38
J/ψ → D∗0K0 +D∗0K0 10−12 1.49+0.21−0.19
J/ψ → D∗0K∗0 +D∗0K∗0 10−12 3.09+0.43−0.37
Table 12: The branching ratios of non-leptonic decays of Υ(1S) for the Cabibbo-favored
and color-favored (CaF⊗ CoF) b→ uq2q¯3 channels.
Channel Unit Ours
Υ(1S)→ B+π− +B−π+ 10−15 3.91+0.89−0.80
Υ(1S)→ B∗+π− +B∗−π+ 10−14 2.58+0.53−0.50
Υ(1S)→ B+ρ− +B−ρ+ 10−14 1.24+0.27−0.24
Υ(1S)→ B∗+ρ− +B∗−ρ+ 10−14 7.47+1.47−1.40
Υ(1S)→ B+D−s +B−D+s 10−14 3.05+0.58−0.54
Υ(1S)→ B+D∗−s +B−D∗+s 10−13 1.62+0.33−0.28
Υ(1S)→ B∗+D−s +B∗−D+s 10−13 2.17+0.42−0.37
Υ(1S)→ B∗+D∗−s +B∗−D∗+s 10−13 6.85+1.37−1.20
where Ais are defined as
A1 =
(ω1 + ω2)q
2
⊥f3 + (m1 +m2)q
2
⊥f4 + 2M
2ω2f5 − 2M2m2f6
2M(m1ω2 +m2ω1)
,
A2 =
(m1 −m2)q2⊥f3 + (ω1 − ω2)q2⊥f4 − 2M2m2f5 + 2M2ω2f6
2M(m1ω2 +m2ω1)
,
A3 =
1
2
(f3 +
m1 +m2
ω1 + ω2
f4 − 2M
2
m1ω2 +m2ω1
f6),
A4 =
1
2
(
ω1 + ω2
m1 +m2
f3 + f4 − 2M
2
m1ω2 +m2ω1
f5),
A5 =
1
2
(f5 − ω1 + ω2
m1 +m2
f6), A6 =
1
2
(−m1 +m2
ω1 + ω2
f5 + f6),
A7 = A5
M(ω1 − ω2)
m1ω2 +m2ω1
, A8 = A6
M(ω1 + ω2)
m1ω2 +m2ω1
.
(28)
And for the 0− final state, the wave function has the form
ϕ++0− (qf⊥) =
[
B1(qf⊥) +
/P f
Mf
B2(qf⊥) +
/qf⊥
Mf
B3(qf⊥) +
/P f/qf⊥
M2f
B4(qf⊥)
]
γ5, (29)
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where
B1 =
Mf
2
(
ω′1 + ω
′
2
m′1 +m
′
2
g1 + g2),
B2 =
Mf
2
(g1 +
m′1 +m
′
2
ω′1 + ω
′
2
g2),
B3 = −Mf(ω
′
1 − ω′2)
m′1ω
′
2 +m
′
2ω
′
1
B1,
B4 = −Mf(ω
′
1 + ω
′
2)
m′1ω
′
2 +m
′
2ω
′
1
B2.
(30)
In the above equations, we have used the definitions: qµ⊥ = q
µ − P ·q
M2
P µ, qµf⊥ = q
µ
f −
P ·qf
M2
P µ, ωi =
√
m2i − q2⊥, and ω′i =
√
m′2i − q2f⊥. fis and gis are functions of q2⊥ and q2f⊥,
respectively.
Appendix B. The Explicit Forms of α, β±±, and γ
α, β±±, and γ are expressed by the form factors. For the 1
−− → 0− process, they have
the forms
α =
4M2 ~P 2f
(M +Mf )2
s21 + (M +Mf )
2s22, (31)
β++ =
~P 2f
4M2
(s3 − s4)2 + 1
(M +Mf )2
(2MEf −M2 −M2f )s21 +
1
2M2
(M −Ef )
× (M +Mf )s2(s3 − s4) + 1
4M2
(M +Mf)
2s22,
(32)
β+− = β−+ = −
M2f
4M2
s23 −
~P 2f
4M2
s24 + (
Ef
2M
s3 − M +Mf
2M
s2)
2 +
M −Mf
M +Mf
s21
+
M +Mf
2M
s2s4,
(33)
β−− =
~P 2f
4M2
(s3 + s4)
2 − 1
(M +Mf )2
(2MEf +M
2 +M2f )s
2
1 −
1
2M2
(M + Ef)
× (M +Mf)s2(s3 + s4) + 1
4M2
(M +Mf)
2s22,
(34)
γ = −2s1s2. (35)
For the 1−− → 1− process, they have forms
α =− 2Ef
~P 2f
MM2f
(M2h3h5 +M
2
fh4h6) + 2P
2
f (h3h6 + h4h5) + (M
2
f + E
2
f )(
M2
M2f
h25
+ h26) +
~P 2f (
M2
M2f
t23 + t
2
4) +
~P 4f (
h23
M2f
+
h24
M2
)− 4MEfh5h6,
(36)
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β++ =
~P 2f
2M2
(h1 − h2)2 +
~P 4f
4M2M2f
(t1 + t2)
2 +
Ef ~P
2
f
2MM2f
(t1 + t2)(t5 + t6) + (
E2f
4M2f
+
1
2
)(t5 + t6)
2 +
1
2M2
(2MEf −M2 −M2f )(h4h5 + h3h6) +
~P 2f
4M4M2f
(2MEf
−M2f −M2)(M2h23 +M2f h24) +
Ef
2M3M2f
(M2 +M2f − 2MEf )(M2h3h5
+M2fh4h6) + (1−
Ef
M
)(h1 − h2)h5 + 1
M2
(M2f −MEf )(h1 − h2)h6 +
~P 2f
4M2f
× (t23 + t24)− h5h6 +
~P 2f
2M2f
(1− Ef
M
)(t1 + t2)t3 +
~P 2f
2M2M2f
(M2f −MEf )
× (t1 + t2)t4 + Ef
2MM2f
(M2f −MEf )(t5 + t6)t4 +
MEf
2M2f
(1− Ef
M
)(t5 + t6)t3
+
1
2M2f
(M2f −MEf )(1−
Ef
M
)t3t4 +
1
4M2f
(−M2 + 2MEf +M2f )h25 +
1
4M2
× (−M2f + 2MEf +M2)h26,
(37)
β+− = β−+ =
Ef ~P
2
f
2MM2f
(−t1t3 + t1t5 + t2t4 − t2t6) +
~P 2f
2M2
(h21 − h22) +
~P 2f
4M4M2f
× (M2 −M2f )(M2h23 +M2fh24) +
~P 2f
2M2M2f
(M2f t1t4 −M2t2t3) +
~P 2f
4M2f
(t23 − t24)
− E
2
f
2M2f
(t3t5 − t4t6) + (
E2f
4M2f
+
1
2
)(t25 − t26) +
~P 4f
4M2M2f
(t21 − t22)−
Ef
M
(h1h5
+ h2h6) +
Ef
2M3M2f
(M2f −M2)(M2h3h5 +M2fh4h6 −M2t3t4)−
Ef
2MM2f
× (M2t3t6 −M2f t4t5) +
1
M2
(M2fh1h6 +M
2h2h5) +
1
2M2
(M2 −M2f )(h3h6
+ h4h5) +
1
4M2M2f
(M2 +M2f )(M
2h25 −M2fh26),
(38)
21
β−− =
~P 2f
2M2
(h1 + h2)
2 +
~P 4f
4M2M2f
(t1 − t2)2 +
Ef ~P
2
f
2MM2f
(t1 − t2)(t5 − t6) + (
E2f
4M2f
+
1
2
)(t5 − t6)2 − 1
2M2
(2MEf +M
2 +M2f )(h4h5 + h3h6)−
~P 2f
4M4M2f
(2MEf
+M2f +M
2)(M2h23 +M
2
f h
2
4) +
Ef
2M3M2f
(M2 +M2f + 2MEf )(M
2h3h5
+M2fh4h6)− (1 +
Ef
M
)(h1 + h2)h5 +
1
M2
(M2f +MEf )(h1 + h2)h6 +
~P 2f
4M2f
× (t23 + t24) + h5h6 −
~P 2f
2M2f
(1 +
Ef
M
)(t1 − t2)t3 +
~P 2f
2M2M2f
(M2f +MEf )
× (t1 − t2)t4 + Ef
2MM2f
(M2f +MEf )(t5 − t6)t4 −
MEf
2M2f
(1 +
Ef
M
)(t5 − t6)t3
− 1
2M2f
(M2f +MEf )(1 +
Ef
M
)t3t4 +
1
4M2f
(−M2 − 2MEf +M2f )h25 +
1
4M2
× (−M2f − 2MEf +M2)h26,
(39)
γ =
~P 2f
M2f
(h3t3 − h4t4)− EfM
M2f
h5t3 +
Ef
M
h6t4 − h5t4 + h6t3. (40)
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Table 13: The branching ratios of non-leptonic decays of Υ(1S) for the Cabibbo-
suppressed and color-favored (CaS⊗ CoF, labeled by b1) or Cabibbo-favored and color-
suppressed (CaF⊗ CoS, labeled by b2) b→ uq2q¯3 channels.
Channel Type Unit Ours
Υ(1S)→ B0π0 +B0π0 b2 10−17 6.15+1.40−1.25
Υ(1S)→ B∗0π0 +B∗0π0 b2 10−16 4.04+0.84−0.74
Υ(1S)→ B0η +B0η b2 10−17 4.28+0.96−0.87
Υ(1S)→ B∗0η +B∗0η b2 10−16 2.83+0.58−0.53
Υ(1S)→ B0η′ +B0η′ b2 10−17 3.45+0.75−0.69
Υ(1S)→ B∗0η′ +B∗η′ b2 10−16 2.31+0.46−0.42
Υ(1S)→ B0ρ0 +B0ρ0 b2 10−16 1.94+0.42−0.38
Υ(1S)→ B∗0ρ0 +B∗0ρ0 b2 10−15 1.17+0.24−0.22
Υ(1S)→ B0ω0 +B0ω0 b2 10−16 1.77+0.38−0.35
Υ(1S)→ B∗0ω0 +B∗0ω0 b2 10−15 1.06+0.22−0.20
Υ(1S)→ B+K− +B−K+ b1 10−16 3.12+0.70−0.63
Υ(1S)→ B+K∗− +B−K∗+ b1 10−16 8.01+1.70−1.56
Υ(1S)→ B∗+K− +B∗−K+ b1 10−15 2.07+0.42−0.39
Υ(1S)→ B∗+K∗− +B∗−K∗+ b1 10−15 4.71+0.93−0.87
Υ(1S)→ B+D− +B−D+ b1 10−16 9.41+1.79−1.68
Υ(1S)→ B+D∗− +B−D∗+ b1 10−15 6.08+1.24−1.06
Υ(1S)→ B∗+D− +B∗−D+ b1 10−15 6.64+1.29−1.14
Υ(1S)→ B∗+D∗− +B∗−D∗+ b1 10−14 2.64+0.53−0.46
Υ(1S)→ B0sD
0
+B
0
sD
0 b2 10
−15 1.04+0.23−0.19
Υ(1S)→ B0sD
∗0
+B
0
sD
∗0 b2 10
−15 6.74+1.54−1.28
Υ(1S)→ B∗0s D
0
+B
∗0
s D
0 b2 10
−15 7.20+1.61−1.34
Υ(1S)→ B∗0s D
∗0
+B
∗0
s D
∗0 b2 10
−14 2.82+0.64−0.53
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Table 14: The branching ratios of non-leptonic decays of Υ(1S) for the Cabibbo-
suppressed and color-suppressed (CaS⊗ CoS) b→ uq2q¯3 channels.
Channel Unit Ours
Υ(1S)→ B0sπ0 +B
0
sπ
0 10−18 6.40+1.45−1.25
Υ(1S)→ B0sρ0 +B
0
sρ
0 10−17 2.01+0.46−0.39
Υ(1S)→ B0sω0 +B
0
sω
0 10−17 1.83+0.42−0.35
Υ(1S)→ B0sη +B
0
sη 10
−18 4.44+1.01−0.85
Υ(1S)→ B0sη′ +B
0
sη
′ 10−18 3.55+0.80−0.67
Υ(1S)→ B∗0s π0 +B
∗0
s π
0 10−17 4.08+0.95−0.79
Υ(1S)→ B∗0s ρ0 +B
∗0
s ρ
0 10−16 1.17+0.27−0.25
Υ(1S)→ B∗0s ω0 +B
∗0
s ω
0 10−16 1.07+0.25−0.21
Υ(1S)→ B∗0s η +B
∗0
s η 10
−17 2.85+0.66−0.55
Υ(1S)→ B∗0s η′ +B
∗0
s η
′ 10−17 2.31+0.53−0.44
Υ(1S)→ B0D0 +B0D0 10−17 2.94+0.56−0.53
Υ(1S)→ B∗0D0 +B∗0D0 10−16 2.07+0.41−0.35
Υ(1S)→ B0D∗0 +B0D∗0 10−16 1.90+0.39−0.33
Υ(1S)→ B∗0D∗0 +B∗0D∗0 10−16 8.23+1.68−1.43
Table 15: The branching ratios of non-leptonic decays of Υ(1S) for the Cabibbo-favored
and color-favored (CaF⊗ CoF) b→ cq2q¯3 channels.
Channel Unit Ours Ref. [6] Ref. [9] Ref. [11] Ref. [12]
Υ(1S)→ B+c π− +B−c π+ 10−12 9.19+2.07−1.73 32+2−2 66 67.8
Υ(1S)→ B∗+c π− +B∗−c π+ 10−11 5.15+1.14−0.96
Υ(1S)→ B+c ρ− +B−c ρ+ 10−11 2.29+0.52−0.43 13.0+0.6−0.6 17.6 20.8
Υ(1S)→ B∗+c ρ− +B∗−c ρ+ 10−10 1.27+0.28−0.24
Υ(1S)→ B+c D−s +B−c D+s 10−11 3.97+0.71−0.62 9.4+0.2−0.2 15.2 54.2
Υ(1S)→ B+c D∗−s +B−c D∗+s 10−10 2.78+0.50−0.43 3.58+0.18−0.08 5.14
Υ(1S)→ B∗+c D−s +B∗−c D+s 10−10 2.86+0.51−0.45
Υ(1S)→ B∗+c D∗−s +B∗−c D∗+s 10−10 8.54+1.48−1.28
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Table 16: The branching ratios of non-leptonic decays of Υ(1S) for the Cabibbo-
suppressed and color-favored (CaS⊗ CoF, labeled by b3) or Cabibbo-favored and color-
suppressed (CaF⊗ CoS, labeled by b4) b→ cq2q¯3 channels.
Channel Type Unit Ours Ref. [6] Ref. [9] Ref. [11] Ref. [12]
Υ(1S)→ B+c K− +B−c K+ b3 10−13 7.13+1.59−1.33 26 48 50.2
Υ(1S)→ B+c K∗− +B−c K∗+ b3 10−12 1.82+0.40−0.33 7.0+4.0−4.0 10 10.5
Υ(1S)→ B∗+c K− +B∗−c K+ b3 10−12 4.04+0.89−0.74
Υ(1S)→ B∗+c K∗− +B∗−c K∗+ b3 10−12 8.75+1.88−1.57
Υ(1S)→ B+c D− +B−c D+ b3 10−12 1.32+0.24−0.21 3+2−0 6.2 19.6
Υ(1S)→ B+c D∗− +B−c D∗+ b3 10−11 1.09+0.20−0.17 1.46+0.06−0.04 2.2
Υ(1S)→ B∗+c D− +B∗−c D+ b3 10−12 9.16+1.69−1.45
Υ(1S)→ B∗+c D∗− +B∗−c D∗+ b3 10−11 3.48+0.62−0.54
Υ(1S)→ B0s ηc +B
0
s ηc b4 10
−13 7.82+1.55−1.33 340
Υ(1S)→ B∗0s ηc +B
∗0
s ηc b4 10
−12 6.85+1.40−1.18
Υ(1S)→ B0sJ/ψ +B
0
sJ/ψ b4 10
−12 4.64+0.97−0.82 186
Υ(1S)→ B∗0s J/ψ +B
∗0
s J/ψ b4 10
−11 1.43+0.29−0.24
Υ(1S)→ B0D0 +B0D0 b4 10−14 5.45+0.69−0.69 2000
Υ(1S)→ B0D∗0 +B0D∗0 b4 10−13 3.52+0.50−0.45
Υ(1S)→ B∗0D0 +B∗0D0 b4 10−13 3.84+0.76−0.66
Υ(1S)→ B∗0D∗0 +B∗0D∗0 b4 10−12 1.53+0.31−0.27
Table 17: The branching ratios of non-leptonic decays of Υ(1S) for the Cabibbo-
suppressed and color-suppressed (CaS⊗ CoS) b→ cq2q¯3 channels.
Channel Unit Ours Ref. [9]
Υ(1S)→ B0sD0 +B
0
sD
0
10−15 5.38+1.18−0.99 500
Υ(1S)→ B0sD∗0 +B
0
sD
∗0
10−14 3.48+0.80−0.66
Υ(1S)→ B∗0s D0 +B
∗0
s D
0
10−14 3.72+0.83−0.69
Υ(1S)→ B∗0s D∗0 +B
∗0
s D
∗0
10−13 1.46+0.33−0.28
Υ(1S)→ B0 ηc +B0 ηc 10−14 2.52+0.47−0.41 200
Υ(1S)→ B0J/ψ +B0J/ψ 10−13 1.43+0.29−0.24 106
Υ(1S)→ B∗0 ηc +B∗0 ηc 10−13 2.16+0.42−0.36
Υ(1S)→ B∗0J/ψ +B∗0J/ψ 10−13 4.62+0.92−0.78
26
